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Lasermax guide rod laser for beretta 92 series review

Switch to the main content Jump to navigation See the details for the delivery is. New condition - 60-day returns - Buyer pays return shippingDesigned specifically for use in Beretta 92 and 96 M9A1 M9A1 M9A3 and Taurus PT92 PT99 PT100 and pt101 pistols, LMS-1441 replaces the
factory spring guide assembly with a high-intensity red laser observation system for the acquisition of advanced targets. See details - Lasermax Lms-1441 Breta 92f/96f,pt92See every 2 brand new JavaScript ads seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site,
don't forget to enable Javascript in your browser. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, don't forget to enable Javascript in your browser. Family of products: 1019742635 7, 'is-singleoption': selector.filterGroups.isSingleOption() 7, 'is-
singleoption': selector.filterGroups.isSingleOption() 7, 'is-singleoption': selector.filterGroups.isSingleOption() - Email to Friend The LaserMax guide rod laser sights gives you the added convenience of a laser view without external additions to your weapon. Unlike all other laser sites, the
guide rod laser is completely internal and simply replaces the factory guide rod and takes the lever. With the guide rod observation system there is no need to replace the holsters, remove tactical lights or handles because the laser view fits perfectly into your current configuration without the
required gunsmith. Not only are these units convenient, but they are reliable and built with high quality materials and Wolff Gunsprings, so you know you get the best there is. LaserMax guide rod laser have been tested at torture military specifications and internal security, Including: Blowing
Sand Tests Test of Salt Water Corrosion Drop 5 Stories at Concrete Extreme Temperatures Saltwater Submersion of 2 Hours -66'20,000 Round Live-Fire Test When you want the added confidence of a pulsating red laser view, the lasersmax rod guide will provide exactly that. On the other
hand, when you don't want to give your position or just don't want the laser at the time, the guide rod lasers are not in the way and are easily disabled for right-handed and left-handed shooters. NOTE: Prices, specifications and availability can be changed without notice. We reserve the right
to correct typographical, photographic and/or descriptive errors. The green laser is bright and clear, very bright. The installation of the laser rod was quick and easy. Nothing for her, no tools Easy, turned on and off. Becomes one with the gun, replaces the guide rod. Able to use all the cases
you already have, no need to buy a new one. Pros: Very bright Easly installed becomes one with pistol Counter: Would recommend: Yes 2 out of 2 found the following review useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, it's true. No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to
change your vote? Report the share of abuse I would say that is a good thing. I use my Beretta 92 to have fun at the range. I believe it automatically turns off as the slide locks after the last shot. Good accuracy with factory settings although sometimes I think it resets a bit. Would
recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, it's true. No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report Abuse Share LaserMax is always reliable, as is Optics Planet. Order received in a few days. I ordered
from Planet Optics before, and received the same fine service. Recommend Planet Optics for reliable delivery and quality products. Benefits: Reliable product and service. Cons: Would recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, it's true. No
You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report abuse share This laser works well. Easy to install. Does not affect the performance of firearms. The installation took about 10 minutes. I've read where other users of this item have had some problems with it
doesn't always turn off/off. I had the same problem at first, but it cleared up after a few cycles of the slide. I just think it was an electrical grounding problem. I haven't had this problem since. Another complaint is the laser does not have a constant in On mode. This is a flashing mode only. It
would be nice to have a choice, but it is not a deal breaker. A flashing laser point is actually easier to pick up, the view wise, than a regular beam. So don't let this be a business breaker for you. The on/off switch is quite convenient to use. Turning on the laser is very accessible and
convenient with your index finger. Turning it off is not as convenient. To do this, requires the left hand (if you are right-handed) since the switch must be pushed to the other side of the weapon. Again, it's not so bad of one thing to have to deal with. It would be nice if the laser could be turned
off by pressing the same button on the same side again. Although there are no adjustments, the laser is very close to the barrel' heaviness. This type of laser is very nice to have. It adds zero bulk and there is no need for special cases And best of all, it allows the user to keep his elegant
lines of gun, especially in the case of the Beretta 92FS. I think it would be a cardinal sin of defa... Read more... Pros: Cons: Would recommend: Yes 5 out of 5 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, it's true. No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you
want to change your vote? Report Abuse Part I my rounds all in the ring 10 to 25 meters, and it took me about 2 min. To install and cheaper than any other place online, I wish I got have when I got the Baretta 92fs the views on the gun, I was all over thaplace now I've put about 500 rounds
through it since I installed the rod guide. Pros: Cons: Best Used Used Would recommend: Yes 2 out of 3 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, it's true. No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Abuse Share Report Since I
saw the laser rod guide I so it was the biggest innovation in observation I had seen since someone drove taped a laser to his cannon. I checked the list of weapons it would fit and chose a new weapon based on that. I bought one in green, then I bought a Taurus PT92 AFS. After seeing it
and using it, my high esteem became stronger. The replacement rod looks and feels very robust. The installation was a breeze. There is no alignment to worry about and the operation is intuitive with a little practice. I highly recommend this product to anyone and I will probably buy another
weapon as you make them to fit more models. The logistics of size and engineering alone are top notch and make its price understandable. Thank you for a great product! Pros: Cons: Would recommend: Yes 1 in 1 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, it's
true. No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Signal Abuse Share PREPARE YOU IF YOU WANT TO USE THIS LASER, YOU MUST HAVE A CHANGE TO SWITCH LASERS. FIRST OF ALL OUT OF THIS LASER IS AN OK LASER, BUT DON'T
THINK ITS GOING TO BE A BIG BRIGHT GREEN DOT AS YOU WOULD SEE FROM A REGULAR LASER MOUNTING RAILWAY, BECAUSE OF IT NOT. THE NEXT THING IS, IF YOU LIKE TO HAVE OIL ON YOUR GUN TO PREVENT IT FROM CORRODED LIKE I DO, THEN YOUR
FOR A CAUSE OF TREATMENT THE LEAST BIT OF OIL HAPPENS TO GET ON THE SWITCH WHERE THE CONTACTS ARE, THE LASER WILL ACTIVATE AND WON'T STOP UNTIL THE BATTERIES ARE DEAD, SO IF YOU HAVE IT IN ONE OR IN A CASE AND THE OIL GETS
ON THE CONTACTS , THE LASER WILL RUN ITS DEAD SELF, AND THEN WHEN YOU NEED TO USE IT, IT WON'T WORK BECAUSE THE BATTERIES ARE DEAD, SO INVEST IN A LOT OF BATTERIES FOR THIS THING. NOW MY OPNION ON THIS LASER IS MY
EXPERAIENCE WITH THIS THING AND IVE HAD 2 OF THESE LASER, THE FIRST LASER I THOUGHT WAS BAD FOR THESE REASONS, SO I SENT IT BACK FOR AN EXCHANGE, AND WHEN I HAD THE 2ND, REPLACEMENT FOR THE FIRST, I ENCOUNTERED THE SAME
PROBLEM, SO I STUDIED IT AND FOUND MY OWN SOLUTION TO SOLVE IT , NOW, THE HUILE CAN BE ON THE CONTACTS NOW AND IT DOES NOT RECOMMENDED NOW: No 3 of 8 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, it's true. No You said that
this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your Report Abuse Share Great laser, easy acquisition even during the day. A bit on the expensive side, but the accuracy and ability to see during the day is worth it. I recommend to anyone who has fixed views like on my Taurus PT92. I
like the switch too, press the left and it stays on until you release the button. Push from the right and it stays on until you turn it off. Pros: Cons: Best Used for: for: Recommend: Yes 1 in 1 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, it's true. No You said that this
review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report Abuse Share Buy it now, It was easier than I thought to install, took me all about 5 minutes, but you have to make sure that the guidance rod is in the right position. Fits perfectly to my 96G and couldn't be happier about it plus
the price was the best I could find. Would recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, it's true. No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report Abus Share Hello, after three months I was at customs, I
received today the LaserMax Laser Sight LMS-1441 for my Beretta 92 fs, I was very happy because it works very well five stars thank the whole optical team, I think they were very nice and quick in sending the order. I have a question to ask the following will it be possible to also have a
laser for the Sig Sauer P 226 MK 25, and also for the H K 45 USP Tatical, I would like to know if you have it in stock. cordial greetings Joo Salvador would recommend: Yes 0 of 1 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, it's true. No You said that this review was
not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Abus Share Share Report
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